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These﻿ changes﻿ make﻿ knowledge﻿ increasingly﻿ difficult﻿ to﻿ define.﻿ No﻿ longer﻿ an﻿ ivory﻿ tower,﻿
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Why aren’t these things on the news? how come the news is always about Belen? Why doesn’t the 
Italian public know these things? Yesterday, with 257 votes in favor and 165 abstentions, the Senate 
approved a bill presented by Senator Cirenga to establish a fund for “MPs in crisis” before the 
forthcoming end of the legislature. The fund is slated to allocate 134 billion euros to assist all members 
of parliament who do not find a job in the year after the end of their term. And this in a country 
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The first 3 wolves are the weak and sick ones. They set the pace for the rest of the pack. If it were 
the other way around, they would have been left behind and would have died. In the event of an 
attack, they are the first to be sacrificed. They create the path through the snow, so that ones that 
follow conserve energy. They are followed by 5 strong wolves who make up the vanguard, while at 
the center is the pack’s wealth - 11 bitches. The next 5 wolves make up the rear guard. The last wolf, 
almost isolated from the pack, is the leader. He must have a good view of the entire group in order 






Too intelligent the only thing it can’t do is talk they are too superior to humans
I like the wolf a lot because it’s wild and it’s anarchic
I think we have a lot to learn!
What a marvelous and moving thing! The wisdom of nature
When animals teach man the force of the group of staying together of the family of real leaders and 
of the preservation of the species, a far cry from our cuckolded families... Our politicians who are 
corrupt 4 their own good ...our leaders and ..leaders only 4 personal gain
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White trails in the sky: danger arrives in “silence”.
We’ve all happened to look up and see the sky furrowed with those white trails that planes leave behind. 
“Those white trails” are a serious threat for our planet. They should be a natural phenomenon, but 
instead they can conceal something that’s very dangerous… Those that we’ve all seen are different 
trails, longer and so persistent that they can hang in the air for hours: they are chemtrails, chemical 
trails, not to be confused with other, normal substances discharged from airplanes, as in crop dusting, 
firefighting or cloud seeding. … Some people maintain that chemtrails are highly suspicious and could 
be part of a plan to lower living standards for the entire human race, a plan cunningly contrived by 
the financial powers that be. The growing suspicion in scientific circles is that there is a deliberate 
attempt to blame the planet’s warming on industrial emissions in order to hide what might be the 
real causes: military experiments in climate change. What these trails can lead to is the destruction 
of the earth’s ecosystem, flora, fauna and population. Some theories link chemtrails to flu epidemics, 
including SARS, bird flu, mad cow disease, etc. The disconcerting thing is the “deafening” silence 
surrounding the issue in the press and the media.
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PRAGMATIC TRUST ANd REPUTATIoN
Today,﻿ordinary﻿people﻿produce﻿content﻿ through﻿channels﻿ that﻿run﻿parallel﻿ to﻿ those﻿of﻿ the﻿media﻿
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These﻿ pragmatic﻿ and﻿ probabilistic﻿ mechanisms﻿ for﻿ constructing﻿ and﻿ managing﻿ trust﻿ are﻿ so﻿
important﻿in﻿the﻿network﻿society﻿that﻿attempts﻿are﻿being﻿made﻿to﻿formalize﻿them﻿in﻿some﻿way,﻿for﻿






increasingly﻿ indirect﻿ and﻿ mediated﻿ by﻿ technology.﻿ Naturally,﻿ the﻿ usefulness﻿ and﻿ effectiveness﻿ of﻿
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BEwARE oF THE “BUBBLE EFFECT”
The﻿online﻿channels﻿that﻿propagate﻿hoaxes,﻿conspiracies﻿and﻿unsubstantiated﻿rumors﻿are﻿extremely﻿
efficient.﻿But﻿ in﻿ theory,﻿ those﻿ that﻿ carry﻿ corrections﻿of﻿ errors﻿ should﻿be﻿ equally﻿ so.﻿ In﻿ the﻿open﻿
source﻿software﻿paradigm,﻿for﻿example,﻿one﻿of﻿the﻿competitive﻿advantages﻿over﻿proprietary﻿software﻿
is﻿ precisely﻿ the﻿ fact﻿ that﻿ anyone﻿ can﻿ correct﻿ malfunctions﻿ through﻿ changes﻿ to﻿ the﻿ source﻿ code5.﻿
Unfortunately,﻿this﻿principle,﻿which﻿almost﻿suggests﻿a﻿form﻿of﻿Darwinian﻿evolution﻿for﻿the﻿products﻿
of﻿online﻿collaboration,﻿does﻿not﻿seem﻿to﻿apply﻿to﻿all﻿forms﻿of﻿knowledge.﻿Hoaxes﻿spread﻿much﻿more﻿
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years.﻿ Since﻿ the﻿ first﻿ rhetorical﻿ descriptions﻿ of﻿ virtual﻿ communities,﻿ the﻿ Web﻿ has﻿ enabled﻿ us﻿ to﻿
meet﻿and﻿interact﻿easily﻿with﻿like-minded﻿people.﻿However,﻿today﻿we﻿live﻿in﻿an﻿online﻿world﻿where﻿

























in﻿ the﻿ information﻿ society.﻿ However,﻿ it﻿ is﻿ important﻿ to﻿ distinguish﻿ between﻿ various﻿ types﻿ of﻿
misinformation.﻿This﻿paper﻿has﻿provided﻿examples﻿of﻿at﻿least﻿three﻿different﻿categories:﻿true﻿hoaxes,﻿
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